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Aims and Goals 
•How did countries/cities use recovery 
marketing during Covid-19?

•Which themes did the hospitality industry use 
during the pandemic?

•What are the expected future key marketing 
strategies to attract tourism?
•Analysis of news reports, videos/ads, social media 

posts, websites and YouTube 

•3 phases: Pre-lockdown, lockdown (April-May 
2020), post-lockdown (June 15, 2020-)



Lockdown (April-May 2020)
Virtual/Real Events
• Goals: Keep tourists away, 

create awareness, support 
the local  industry

• Puerto Rico: Live cocktail 
mixing with salsa dancing 
classes on Instagram 

• Jamaica: “Escape To 
Jamaica” Instagram Live 
Series events 

• Vienna: Virtual museum 
tours

• Faro Islands: Travel 
simulator

“Escape To 
Jamaica” Instagram 
Live Series Kicks 
Off April 3

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/brad-dean-9218725_instagramlive-discoverpuertorico-activity-6648711545641582592-AAE4/




Promise for Future Tourism (UNWTO(

https://www.unwto.org/sites/default/files/news/un-tourism-news-10.html


Turning Negatives to Positives 
•Manitoba, Canada: “Sometimes, 
absence makes the heart grow 
fonder… Sometimes it’s in absence 
where we have a chance to reflect. 
It’s in absence that we have a chance 
to be thankful, to appreciate the 
special moments in our lives...”

•Scotland : “Absence makes the heart 
grow fonder.” 



Emphasis on Similarity in Values, History and Challenges  

Create an affinity toward a 
specific target audience via an 
emphasis on familiarity, 
proximity or similarity (values, 
heritage, cultural symbols and 
heroes). 

•Mexican ads targeted for 17 
countries’ tourism markets



“China-Thailand, Same Family”

•Expressing 
“support & 
encouragement”, 
wishing China 
would overcome 
the crisis, and 
expressing love 
towards China.



Patriotism and Nationalism



Promote Local Tourism



Phase 3: Post-lockdown and Recovery  (mid-June 2020-)
Local Tourism First: Patriotism and Nationalism



Niche Tourism





The Visit as a Restorative Experience: Malaysia and 
Greece



Iceland
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ua-t4TUspes&t=64s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ua-t4TUspes&t=64s


Campaigns: “We are a Covid-19-Safe Destination” 

Covid-19 brought new standards to the 
tourism industry: masks, sanitation
measures, frequent body-temperature 
measurements and maintaining social 
distancing.

•Egypt

•Croatia

•Turkey



Promotion



Hotels Use Similar Strategies for their Marketing



Understanding Hotels Customers’ Concerns



Artificial Intelligence (AI)



Nostalgia, Patriotism and Promise of Future Trips 



Customer Relations, Sales 



Looking Towards the Future

Trends in future tourism: 

•Domestic tourism for short trips

•Nearby destinations, using a car, at low 
cost

Key concerns:

•Safety

•Cleanliness and hygiene

•Social distancing



Future Key Marketing Strategies
Use of public opinion leaders 
and celebrities 

•Rihanna promotes Barbados

•Naomi Campbell promotes 
Kenya



Initiating Festivals, Sport and Cultural Events 

• gjgjgjjg



Use of Patriotism and Nationalism to Promote Domestic 
Tourism



Creating an Affinity between Destinations and Specific 
Audiences



Black History Month-Uganda
Create an affinity toward a specific target audience by an emphasis on the familiarity, proximity 
or similarity (values, heritage, cultural symbols or heroes). 



Addressing the Concerns and Fears of the Target 
Audience



Niche Tourism (Nature Tourism) 





Summary and Discussion

•Main strategies: reassuring messages
take into account the tourists’ emotions
(anxiety, fear and worry)

•The field of tourism will undergo 
significant changes, as decision-makers 
decide regarding target audiences, types 
of tourism, marketing strategies and 
what changes should be made in the 
destinations’ vision and strategic plan.
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